
Earth Alliance & Patriot News for March 16th, 2023 
 By Mark Baughman                 

 Sources: Ted Mahr videos, Q interviews, Gene Decodes live and 
videos, C-VINE.com, C-Vine News Network, Operation Disclosure, 
Jared Rand, Skye Prince, Before Its News, Michelle Fielding, Zorra of 
Hollow Earth, Michael Jaco, James Gilliland, Alex Collier, Dinar 
Chronicles, Q drops, Benjamin Fulford Website, DoD, Era of Light, and 
Other Live Conference Calls. 3/16/2023 News:  

Extremely Hot News or Excerpts: Source: My Promise to You, 
Trump’s Most Important Speech in the last Few Years (What the 
Future Looks like after Financial Shift & NESARA, Michelle 
Fielding Video (has Trump’s Speech in it), Jared Rand 
Conference Call 3/15/2023; Are We There Yet? and Gene Decode 
Conference Call 3/13/2023.  

  Articles: Source: My Promise to You, The Pleiadians: Vast Energetic 

Changes, The Pleiadians: Tipping Point, Saint Germain: You Have 
the Power to Change the World, Archangel Michael: The Return 
of the Divine Masculine in Nature, Ashian: Pre-Shock and Post 
Shock, Saul: You All Incarnated with the Intent to BE; to be 
Loving All of Humanity, Archangel Metatron: The Big Game Ends 
Now, and Next Step on the Journey of Souls 

 
Source: My Promise to You Excerpt: 
 

 “The time has come for me to make a new promise to you, my 
Earth children. My promise to you is this: you will have the freedom 
to explore and experience what you wish to experience, so long as 
you don’t limit that same freedom in others.” 

Below: Extremely Important: MAJOR ANNOUNCEMENT & 

SPEECH OF PRESIDENT TRUMP in the last two Weeks: After 

the Financial Shift, Trump is giving all of us a hint on his 

goals for Americans!! (Note: Part of the worldwide Projects!) 



Note: (Anti-Gravity Cars are Coming!!) Building Air Moble 

Transportation!!! 

 

  Michelle Fielding:This is such an important 

Video: Includes President Trump’s Recent 

Speech on the Future after the financial Shift!!! 

Note: once on locals.com one needs to create an account or sign in, free 
service, then search on “Quantum Leap” for this video: 



https://michellefielding.locals.com/upost/3657981/quantum-leap-freedom-cities-michelle-

fielding-and-mark-attwood 

 

Jared Rand Conference Call 3/15/2023; Are We There Yet?  
-) The White Hats & the Alliance is letting the Deep State/illuminati 
kill themselves! They are hanging themselves. They have no money 
in the Central Banks, the Federal Reserve and many banks are on the 
edge of collapse or have collapsed. Credit Suisse Banks has 60 trillion 
of toxic derivatives. The Federal Reserve is OVER! 
-) On the QFS, Quantum Financial System, you do NOT have to 
register, this WAS FALSE INFORMAITON. 
-) The current corrupt Financial System is being destroyed as we 
speak. 
-) The Stock Market is the most manipulated game, that only a few 
people benefit.  
-) The Real Estate people are lying through their teeth; Real Estate 
will go down a lot, not only because it is overvalued, but with the 
Gold Standard going in, most prices we think, will revalue to 1971, 
because that is when the gold standard was dropped. 
-) the R/V GCR will happen shortly, says Jared 
-) The reason for the Great Shift Now and NEVER going back is the 
vibration is continually increasing on this planet Earth. The 
Schumann Resonance is increasing reflecting the move to 5th 
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Dimensional life.  The “Fake Matrix” is going away because of this 
frequency increase.  
-) There are “for the good mankind agents” that patrol the Earth and 
“take out” Deep State or illuminati agents all the time. 
-) The Deep State or illuminati was to “Destroy America”; this will 
NOT happen!!  
-) The New QFS financial system “will put the final nail in the coffin 
of the Deep State or illuminati.  
-) There will be NO taxation on this planet Earth. The 14% on new 
goods will NOT happen according to Jared. The governments will 
run on donations. 
-) The People on the Planet Earth will be the “Wealth”, NOT the 
governments.  
-) Silver and Gold will go through the roof, estimate silver in the 
thousands and gold may hit 50,000.00 when all currencies in the 
world are backed by precious metals. 

 
Gene Decode Conference Call 3/13/2023 Excerpts: 
 
-) Major Banks collapsing Worldwide, White Hat or Alliance actions. 
This is the start of the shift to the Real QFS; Quantum Financial 
System.  
-) The Physical Gold, Silver & assets have been taken back “For the 
People” in the D.U.M. B’s by the mighty Alliance. The illuminati 
that own the Federal Reserve & the Central Banks do NOT have the 
gold to back it up, now.  
-) The Ukraine War will be over soon, the Nazi Forces (AKA Deep 
State there) do not have the troops, money, equipment or leadership 
to win.  
-) After Financial Shift, all honest people will benefit “Big Time” 
Financially. 
-) The corrupt people, will loose their accounts, of illegal money. 
-) The illuminati or Deep State know they have lost, now their trying 
to get their money or assets out of the banks. They still will not 
benefit. 



-) After the financial system shift, the Good system called the “Fare 
Trade” system, the so-called Capitalist system will no more; where 
the Elites or governments mostly benefit.  
-) The Alliance is moving faster now. When is still fluid, we do not 
know exactly when? 
-) The people who play video games in the basement of their parents 
will get money at first, but will get their money at first, but will GET 
IT TAKEN AWAY, if you do NOT contribute to society.  

-) His Words: Do NOT Panic!! When the swift happens, have 2 
weeks of food & water.  

Archangel Michael: The Return of the Divine Masculine in 

Nature Excerpts: 
 
“Beloved Family, March 2023 will be a month of powerful 

energies and creative forces on the Planet. 
There will be many potent and unexpected events in both personal 
and public life around the 15th of March and the Equinox at the 20th 
March.” 
 

Archangel Metatron: The Big Game Ends Now Excerpts: 
 

 “The great game ends and it ends now! The great shadow 
players are placed in the light. Whether they want it or not, what IS 
revealed and the illusion of the make-believe world can no longer be 
maintained. 
LOVE flows to you in an endless stream – and LIGHT that 
nourishes you. Your bodies will become finer and more permeable, 
your spirit will become lighter and more sublime.”  

“The cloak of deception will be spread over you to the end, the 
meaning of lies and truth will be reversed, so that many people will 
lose their bearings. This is happening now and is happening for a 
short time. These are the signs of the approaching end and the 
change that is taking place, in which everything inhuman finally 
dissolves in GOD.” 
 

The Pleiadians: Vast Energetic Changes Excerpts: 



 
 “The energetic profile of Earth is rapidly undergoing change, it is 
being realigned magnetically to the Universal consciousness grid 
and this is creating what we call, ‘The Great Shift’ on your Earth 
plane. 
This ‘Great Shift’ has impacted the entire Universe, allowing the 
universe to undergo a rapid reset in relationship to the ‘God seat of 
power’. This happening has set in motion an expansive light 
signature wave being sent forth from the hierarchy of pure light 
consciousness throughout the Universe to all life force groups. We as 
a universal community have been waiting for this monumental 
opening and celebrate this occasion knowing that the work you are 
doing within yourselves on planet Earth has been impactful on this 
outcome. 

We witness you and understand that you underestimate your 
potential power in relationship to the rest of the Universe. The 3rd 
dimensional illusion creates a veil that hides from you your full 
origin of light. Understand that these energetic changes are creating 
a thinner veil and a greater access to your multidimensional Heart, 
enabling you to align more readily to the true natural reality of your 
sacred.” 

“We, the Galactic community are waiting for the energy of this 
transition on Earth to reach a certain vibrational level, which is going 
to allow us to take our next step in the form of a direct 
communication to those of you who are ready to receive them. You 
are like mercenaries of light for Earth and the Universe.”  

“You are playing an essential role as part of our Universal 
community.” 

“Over these upcoming months as the Earth moves into a 
higher frequency setting rotation there will be continual adjustments 
as the planet becomes further tethered to the Universal 
consciousness. Know that the planet will become stabilized to the 



energy of this Universal consciousness grid towards the end of this 
calendar year.” 

The Pleiadians: Tipping Point Excerpt: 
 

 “You are at a tipping point. Only you can consciously open to 

choose to receive through the vastness of your own Heart. Your 

Heart is your sacred tool, the most powerful of all tools that gives 

you unlimited access to clarity, abundance. Your Heart is your 

guiding light. 

  Saul: You All Incarnated with the Intent to BE; to be Loving 
All of Humanity Excerpts: 
 

 “Humanity is sick and tired of living the illusory life that being 
in form entails, along with the limits it seems to impose on their 
individual sovereign God-given creative abilities, plus the endemic 
suffering and pain that is pervasive all over the world. 

That is why the collective decision to awaken was finally taken and 
implemented.  It is proceeding apace and cannot be slowed down, 
let alone stopped or reversed.” 

Mother Earth, Mother Mary, El Morya, and the Arcturian 

High Council: March 2023 Is A Prepper Time, Be Ready 

Excerpt: 

 “March is a Prepper Time.  March is a Shaking Time. March is a 
Time where greater Cracks in the 3D Illusion will take place.  God 
Preppers, New Earth Noah’s, and Divine Souls of Activated Light 
must continue to listen to their Heart Centers.  Jesus said a couple 
thousand years ago . . . Be Ready.  That was Truly a Timeless and 
Timely True Statement, when souls live and access the realms 
outside of time.  For in a blink (within roughly 2000 years), the world 
would change forever.  And it is.  That is happening right now. 
More will unfold in the coming weeks and into the Months of April 
and May.  It is not specific confirmation outside of you that nudges 
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you to see this and to know this and to confirm this.  Many of you 
listening to this transmission Know that events are coming that will 
shift this world forever, in a very evident, clear, and obvious way. 
They are also happening now too, for those with eyes to see.  Who is 
leading this clear and epic stream of global events?  Source.  So, is 
that your job to create those events?  Or to merely be a witness to 
them and Knower of them?  It is the latter.  Source is ultimately 
leading this epic emancipation. And you are the Emancipation-
ee.  You are the Receiver of this Grand Emancipation and Elevation 
Process. 
What are you really prepping for?  To be healthy, alive, awake, and 
aware to RECEIVE your emancipation that is just for you.  Each one 
of you has a God Promise inside you that you will be set free in 
Divine Timing. 
  Well Divine Timing is here.” 
   

 Saint Germain: You Have the Power to Change the World 
Excerpts: 

 
“What you are seeing now across the planet of all the chaos and 

tumultuousness that is occurring–all that is, is the ending of the old 
ways, the ending of the matrix. The letting go, once and for all, of the 
old illusion, moving beyond it to create whatever it is that you want 
life to be, however you want your life to continue on. 

You are the Creator and created, all at the same time. For you are the 
God Source working through each and every one of you. The God 
Source that is working to bring about this Great Changeover, to 
bring the Solar Flash from the heavens to the Earth that will once 
and for all move you out of the dark times and into the times of 
Light, into the times of Oneness and higher consciousness.” 

One Who Serves and Shoshanna: Axis Tilt Excerpt: 
 
  “Guest: Yes. I have a question please. I have been speaking 
very briefly earlier about a channeling from Michael Love and the 



Pleiadians about how the Earth had tilted on its axis, even slightly, 
even though they were holding the axis in general so the Earth 
wouldn’t tilt. But how far, at what angle, what percentage has the 
Earth tilted, and how has that perhaps been affecting the wind 
currents and ocean currents so that the weather is changing, and 
earthquakes are perhaps also occurring because of that? Could you 
explain a little bit about that please? 
OWS: What we will tell you is that if it were not for the ships, as you 
are saying, a huge ship with tremendous technology that is far 
beyond your understanding at this point, if it were not for that, then 
yes indeed you would have experienced the Armageddon that was 
planned for this planet by those of your elite, your cabal, your dark 
forces. For they were going to have this happen, and then were going 
to secret themselves away in those underground bases that they had, 
and still somewhat have, but have been largely curtailed from them. 
So there has been a slight shift, we will say here. We will not give in 
terms of percentage, but there is a shift that has happened, but it is 
very minimal. But it can definitely affect those of the earthquakes, 
the volcanoes, these types of things, Earth changes in this respect, 
but much, much less than it would have been. For indeed, your 
planet would have been extinguished in terms of as you know it, in 
terms of life being extinguished on the surface of the planet. So, you 
can thank those of the Galactics that have stepped in many, many 
times to alleviate or completely keep large catastrophes from 
happening. And those that did happen were lessened because of the 
energies from the Galactics.” 

 

Ashian: Pre-Shock and Post Shock Excerpts: 
 “As you (Humans & Earth) enter the most tumultuous (loud, 

confused noise, & uproarious) period in humanity’s recorded 
history.”  

“We wish to speak of the shock waves that are already 
reverberating around your collective psyche, as the old structure has 



collapsed and the new is not yet revealed. Not only have the 
negatively charged energies been dislodged and actively looking for 
new ‘homes’ – they seek the negative energy of pain, fear, anxiety, 
stress to feed off – but the human collective psyche knows that the 
time has come for the end game. They may not acknowledge it, but 
the shock of the fall of the cabal and its dependent structures is so 
profound that all are feeling it, even if they are not aware that is what 
is increasing their anxiety. 

“You also need to take care of your body, as those thoughts and 
feelings resound through your physical form. These actions – and 
you are all reminded to create your own ‘menu’ of self-care solutions, 
from yoga and meditation to baths, dancing and drawing – will 
ground the feelings of balance in your bodies and for the collective.” 

Source: My Promise to You 
Posted on 03/16/2023   

 
My dearest children, my dearest parts of me, my dearest equals: 
This is Source speaking. I greet you with infinite love. 
I am you and you are me. I greet you and accept you as myself, for all is 
one. 

I have created this grand playground in the hopes that you, and 
therefore I, could explore and experience and expand, and dance and 
make love and enjoy delicious food and enjoy the touch of silk and 
laugh and know what it feels like to hear your child’s first words. 

I am not in resistance to anything, and I have equally created this grand 
playground so that you, and therefore I, may know what it is like to love 
and lose, what it is like to weep, what it is like to live bereft of love, what it 
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is like to feel your hand being cut off. For those, too, are experiences, and I 
don’t exclude anything. 

That said, your souls, and therefore I, have been crying out for a cessation 
of so much pain and hardship and separation there on Earth. And you 
have been heard. For indeed, there has been so much suffering on your 
beautiful Blue planet that people have for the most part not been able to 
experience the joyful parts of existence. In large part, you have been 
blocked from having the experiences that you wish to have, and then you 
were told that it was your own fault that you could not achieve what 
mathematically only very few people would be able to achieve. For your 
current system is built to have a big and destitute underclass. It is 
mathematically impossible for everyone to climb out of poverty in the 
current system as it is structured now. 

The time has come for me to make a new promise to you, my Earth 
children. My promise to you is this: you will have the freedom to 
explore and experience what you wish to experience, so long as you 
don’t limit that same freedom in others. 

I am not saying that your lives will be completely free of suffering. For 
those, too, are experiences. In fact, your soul does occasionally wish to 
experience suffering in order to understand contrast, and your soul is part 
of you. What I am promising is that you will have the freedom to explore 
and experience things that you wish to experience, so long as you don’t 
limit that same freedom in others. And yes, that includes being able to 
physically interact with your galactic brothers and sisters. It includes being 
able to go on a holiday on other planets. 

Your galactic brothers and sisters, as well as my angels and other beings 
made of love and wisdom and light and starlight, have heard my decree 
that Earth shall be free. There is an unprecedented amount of help 
available, and every day more and more beings are directing their attention 
towards supporting Earth and Earth humans. Every day the light shines 
more and more brightly there on Earth, revealing more and more. Every 



day the energy on Earth rises. The clock is turning against those who 
would keep things in the shadows. 

In reality as you perceive it, it will still take some time for your freedom to 
arrive, because it is my choice that you and the Galactics experience your 
liberation process, for it is such a rare experience to have. Know that you 
are being supported in ways seen and unseen. There will be unbelievably 
effective healing available in the future, and those who die before that 
point will receive everything, they need in either the halls of the afterlife or 
in the heavenly realms, and will then be free to choose a new life as they 
see fit. No one is forgotten. No one is left behind. 

Know that from my perspective, everything you do and think and feel is 
fully seen and fully loved and fully accepted. I love you unconditionally and 
exactly as you are, for you are me and I am you. 

You will have the freedom to explore and experience as you wish, so long 
as you don’t limit that freedom in others. That is my promise to you. And 
so, it shall be. 

This was Source 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The Pleiadians: Vast Energetic Changes 
Posted on 03/13/2023   

 
Beloved ones we greet you, 
There are vast energetic changes taking place within this entire 
residential Universe. This shift of energy has happened since the 
anchoring of an expansive network of webbing that took place on 
Earth as you entered the time frame 2023. Through the dramatic 
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multidimensional access openings on your planet at that time the Universal 
consciousness grids have been sending their tentacles of energy to interact 
through the Vortexes and Grids throughout the earth plane.  A vast 
rearrangement has taken place with the magnetic core of Earth shifting the 
structural form within the Grids and Vortexes. The energetic profile of 
Earth is rapidly undergoing change, it is being realigned 
magnetically to the Universal consciousness grid and this is creating 
what we call, ‘the great shift’ on your Earth plane. 
This ‘Great Shift’ has impacted the entire Universe, allowing the 
universe to undergo a rapid reset in relationship to the ‘God seat of 
power’. This happening has set in motion an expansive light 
signature wave being sent forth from the hierarchy of pure light 
consciousness throughout the Universe to all life force groups. We as 
a universal community have been waiting for this monumental 
opening and celebrate this occasion knowing that the work you are 
doing within yourselves on planet Earth has been impactful on this 
outcome. 

We witness you and understand that you underestimate your 
potential power in relationship to the rest of the Universe. The 3rd 
dimensional illusion creates a veil that hides from you your full 
origin of light. Understand that these energetic changes are creating 
a thinner veil and a greater access to your multidimensional Heart, 
enabling you to align more readily to the true natural reality of your 
sacred. 

The energetic rotation of Earth continues to accelerate and is moving in 
direct alignment to the pulse of consciousness that is being generated 
through this resident Universe. These changes are altering the weather 
systems across the planet and creating a further intensity of the 3rd 
dimensional drama on the planet. These happenings are leading you into 
greater change and transformation, they are part of a series of destined 
monumental shifts that are to take place on Earth leading into the new 
transition of consciousness on your planet. 



We, the Galactic community are waiting for the energy of this 
transition on Earth to reach a certain vibrational level, which is going 
to allow us to take our next step in the form of a direct 
communication to those of you who are ready to receive them. You 
are like mercenaries of light for Earth and the Universe. As you play 
your role out you will bring a wholeness of communion to the full 
universal community. Remember we are your neighbors. 

You are playing an essential role as part of our Universal community. 
Your thought process needs to be one of belonging, being an essential 
member and extension of the universal team. As you align your thought to 
this Truth there is a different synergy that can be created between you and 
us. Oneness. 

Within the sacred texts it is written that at a certain destined moment Earth 
will return to playing its pivotal role within the Universe. Many of you have 
pre agreements that will make up part of that community which 
consciously returns to the Universe to interact through communion. Many 
of you are already in alignment with the Galactic life force groups and now 
is the time for a deeper more complete communication and commitment 
to take place. 

What is required from you is a development of a deepening maturity within 
your collective Hearts to fine tune your ability to create a collective 
communion between groups of you humans. This communion will support 
an authentic launching through the expansion of your ability to fully 
interact within the Universe collective through this avenue. 

The energetic forces continue to expand, transforming daily on your planet, 
these present energies enable you to forge a deepening connection 
communion within the Universe. These forces are to here to support you 
in the re-establishment of your own inner sacred reconnections to yourself, 
your own higher self-consciousness. They are also designed to enable you 
to enter alternate reality spaces that exist within the planet and outwards 
into the multidimensional Universal frequency lines. 



The time is now to step forward and claim your place within this 
sacred arena of the light that has always been in existence. Through 
these series of expansive energetic shifts, you may experience a tilting of 
your senses where there is a powerful sense of being out of control. Know 
that your sacred senses are being reopened, your crystalline structure is 
birthing a stronger electrical current that is pulsing through your brain cells 
and Pineal. You are undergoing a rapid transmutation process. 

Over these upcoming months as the Earth moves into a higher 
frequency setting rotation there will be continual adjustments as the 
planet becomes further tethered to the Universal consciousness. 
Know that the planet will become stabilized to the energy of this 
Universal consciousness grid towards the end of this calendar year. 
Meanwhile through this stage of your transition you will be required to 
focus on a continual letting go as you enter this higher stage of 
metamorphosis. You and the planet are undergoing this rapid change 
simultaneously. 

Through this changing energetic arena, you as an individual have vast 
opportunities to make alterations within your life by connecting 
consciously to your inner power. You have the power through conscious 
choice to let go and set in motion changes for yourself within your life 
now. There has never been a time like this to utilize the energetic shifts that 
are geared towards supporting changes that you set in motion for yourself. 

“You are who you have been waiting for!” Rather than wanting change, 
that is your ego minds dialogue, you can consciously move forward into 
creating change for yourself. You create real change through anchoring a 
conscious choice action through the avenue of your Heart, which sets in 
motion a wave of personal power through your life creating that change. 

This process within you shifts the dynamic of beginning to channel your 
sacred nature to create practical changes in your day to day living. You can 
begin in incremental steps, by making minor changes to your life. Doing 
this changes an old cycle of being in limitation and lack, breaks down self-
sabotaging cycles and old belief systems held within you. There will be a 



natural shedding of the old shells of density, as you choose to take back 
your power and work through your Heart to create a changing dynamic in 
your life, however small. 

This action by you revolutionizes your life by simply taking back your 
power as co-creator. All the new energetic profiles on your planet support 
these changes in you. This is the time for self-launching, creating what 
you desire for yourself at this juncture. You are a creator, let go and 
allow yourself to activate through your Heart, create and receive! 

PROCESS FOR SETTING IN MOTION CHANGE: 

What is essential in the process is to make sure you are fully aligned 
through your Heart while you consciously set in motion the changes you 
want in your life now. 

1. Align to your Heart. You align by holding both palms of your hands on 
your upper chest. Take the time to feel the warmth of your hands or 
the pressure of the palms on your chest. Hold your awareness there. 
Your full attention is moved away from your ego mind (your head), all 
of attention is feeling the physical connection on your Heart space. 

2. Take a Conscious breath and place it, like a soft wind, into where you 
feel the physical hands connecting to your Heart. Bring the conscious 
breath in two or three times. 

3. The breath allows your awareness to open further within where you are 
physically holding the Heart. Take another Conscious breath within the 
space you see sense or feel and let go in the space. 

4. Place the sound, ANNN… (arn) within your Heart space, do this as 
many times as you feel. This sound links you deeper to your Heart, the 
sound acts like a key to a door. Feel see or sense how a door opens in 
your Heart. 

5. Once in your Heart consciously choose the change that you want in 
your life. You create this by placing the thought of this in your Heart. 
Select only one item of change. As you place the thought of the 
changing element that you desire, place a conscious breath into the 
essence of the thought and let go… 



Each time to work within your Heart deep changes are taking place within 
your entire vibrational makeup. The old illusions begin to drop away from 
you and a self-liberation process is set in motion within and throughout 
your life. You can activate this process daily if desired. 

We witness you as you undergo this next phase of change. Know that you 
are part of a greater movement within this universal realm of love. 

We witness you in love. 

Blessings, 

The Pleiadians 

The Pleiadians: Tipping Point 
Posted on 03/14/2023   

Beloved ones we greet you, 
The winds of change are flowing across your earth plane. 
Within this flow there are powerful vibrations of love that have originated 
from the Universal consciousness and are transmitting out this pure flow 
to be absorbed through the energetic web that is encompassing Earth. This 
pure vibrancy of light is being aligned through the magnetic core and is 
pulsing across the earth plane, interacting directly through the heart cells of 
all humanity that is ready to receive, to remember. 

This force of love is bringing a pure healing frequency into the Hearts of 
mankind to allow a new form of sacred forging to open within the heart 
cells. This vibration is designed to allow a higher potential to be realized, 
reinstated within those of you who are on the awakened path. 

Reinstated is the operative word, you are being realigned back to an 
original aspect of your higher light consciousness. Through this new 
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vibrational quickening you are being realigned, opened into your sacred 
senses. You are enabled to be realigned to your original meeting point of 
Self. This happening is pre-destined. 

You are at a tipping point. Only you can consciously open to choose 
to receive through the vastness of your own Heart. Your Heart is 
your sacred tool, the most powerful of all tools that gives you 
unlimited access to clarity, abundance. Your Heart is your guiding 
light. Open to receive the vastness of your abundant potential. Reach 
forward within your heart space and take in the magic of the shift within 
the elementals of your life now. 

The words, ‘I AM’ will support this recalibration through you. These words 
anchor Truth and abundance that are part of your natural makeup. 

We witness you in love. 

Blessings, 

The Pleiadians 

 

Saint Germain: You Have the Power to Change the World 
Posted on 03/12/2023   

 
 
I am Saint Germain. I come to be with you at this time, in these continuing 
times of great change, change that is happening all around you every 
moment of the day. 
There is no place on the planet now where change is not developing, for 
you are in the midst of that Great Changeover. True, it is difficult 
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sometimes to see it with your physical eyes. But as you can move more 
fully out of the matrix, out of the third-dimensional illusion, see life for 
what it really is, the reality that is the life that you are creating. 

You are creating this. You, the collective you, all of those that are working 
together to bring mankind up into the higher realms of consciousness, you 
are the ones that are creating this new world, this new Golden Age of Gaia. 

What you are seeing now across the planet of all the chaos and 
tumultuousness that is occurring–all that is, is the ending of the old 
ways, the ending of the matrix. The letting go, once and for all, of the 
old illusion, moving beyond it to create whatever it is that you want 
life to be, however you want your life to continue on. 

You are the Creator and created, all at the same time. For you are the 
God Source working through each and every one of you. The God 
Source that is working to bring about this Great Changeover, to 
bring the Solar Flash from the heavens to the Earth that will once 
and for all move you out of the dark times and into the times of 
Light, into the times of Oneness and higher consciousness. 

The only thing that is stopping you at this time is you; you, again, the 
collective you. For if the “collective you” would all at once rise and say, 
“No more!” to those beings that have attempted to run the show for so 
long, if you would all rise as one voice and say, “No more!” your world 
would instantaneously be changed, those forces of darkness would 
completely leave this realm. 

But alas, we know that you will not rise as one voice across the planet. So 
those of you that are that voice rising up as one together: you, the 
Lightworking Community, those of the Starseeds, all of the volunteers, the 
Alliance, working together as one, all of you rising together is enough to 
move the Great Changeover forward more rapidly. 
It is up to you, each and every one of you, to do your part, whatever that 
part may be, whether it is speaking to the masses or just finding the Life 
Source within you and showing that to the world. You do not have to be 



the one that speaks out. But if you have the opportunity, when you have the 
opportunity, speak out your truth. For it will not fall on deaf ears for those 
that are ready to hear it. And more, and more, and more are awakening to 
be ready to hear those words of truth. 
I am Saint Germain, and I leave at this time, that you would continue to 
move about your daily lives and daily activities, always remembering that 
you have the power within you to bring about great change to the world. 

Archangel Michael: The Return of the Divine Masculine in Nature 
Posted on 03/12/2023   

 
Beloved Family, March 2023 will be a month of powerful energies 
and creative forces on the Planet. 
There will be many potent and unexpected events in both personal 
and public life around the 15th of March and the Equinox at the 20th 
March. Also, your Solar Cycle 25 will continue to produce multiple Solar 
Flares and some X Class flares that will further intensify the swirling Water 
Plasma Codes that were introduced in February. 

These energies are (re)awakening the active Masculine Principle in Nature, 
represented by Uranus in Taurus at this time.  It is an intense electrical 
energy that flows through the natural world bringing active creation and 
power.  This began in February with the massive earthquake in Turkey, 
which is one of several zero-point seed stations for the Planet. 

This energy was understood by your ancestors as Pan, the deep and 
creative Masculine God/Energy of Nature.  The Druids, an ancient 
priesthood of the Celtic people of Europe, honored the Divine Masculine 
in Nature and understood this force as the “Green Man”.  He was 
represented as an Elder Man wearing a crown of Royal Oak leaves to 
signify his deep connection to the Forest world. 
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The Forest world is re-emerging and reclaiming what was lost.  The 
Electrical Masculine principles will move like lightning to strike in 
unexpected ways and places as Gaia/New Earth seeks to bring the Planet 
back into balance.  That balance was lost when Humanity disconnected 
from Nature and sought to “conquer” and “suppress” Nature.  What is 
needed now are Men/Masculine energies who can move into the role of 
priests and conduits for this emerging energy and direct it with love and 
compassion. 

Beloved Ones, we are working here with the principles of Sacred Marriage, 
where the Divine Feminine energies of Nature and the Divine Masculine 
energies of Nature are allowed to unite and return to balance on your 
Earth.  Nature has been feminized and the Masculine principle has been 
lost.  It is only when the Masculine is restored and the Feminine takes her 
true power and place, that the balance will be restored.  While nature is 
seen as simply feminine, it will be easy for a distorted patriarchal masculine 
energy to abuse and suppress “her.” 

This return to balance will not be easy, as you can expect more extreme 
weather fluctuations, especially with the elements of fire and water, 
continuing into and through the summer of 2023 (March to August).  As 
nature increases its Masculine Power and seeks to balance and restore her 
Feminine power, there may indeed be turbulence on the Planet. 

Nature speaks 
The Green World seeks to Return 
The Emerald Heart is Open! 

INTERDIMENSIONAL FLUX, BRINGING HEAVEN TO 

EARTH, AND THE NEW EARTH MULTI-DIMENSIONAL 

FUTURE 
In this month you will also continue to work with what we have termed 
“Interdimensional Flux’ as you bring Heaven to Earth and ground these 
powerful new energies into the New Earth grids. 



Beloveds, as New Earth Masters of Energy and Light, your work is to 
focus inwards and create these energies of balance and Sacred Marriage 
within. You are learning to move gracefully between the different 
dimensions and to be of service to the Planet and Humanity on these 
different levels of consciousness. 

Initially this will cause some discomfort as you move between the third 
dimension and the ninth dimension on a daily basis. You may feel that time 
speeds up and then slows down in seemingly random ways (although it is 
not random but relates to how you transit and move through different 
dimensional spaces of consciousness). You may also have feelings of being 
disconnected and dizzy as you spend time in the higher dimensions, and 
you will feel the need for an anchor point in your life. 

Beloveds, the anchor point is in your heart, your own beautiful and 
wonderful Emerald Heart. The Emerald Heart is activating now and it will 
ground you into the New Earth/New Lemuria Forest World where 
Humanity and Nature are in balance. You will begin to create Circles of 
Light to hold these new energies and to support each other. 

Equally, you will need to practice self-care: to rest when you need to, to be 
kind, to flow with grace through these powerful days and to focus on what 
you wish to create in your dreams and prayers and meditations. 

We wish you to know that you are not alone in these powerful days, and 
that we are always close by. We are your angels and Angelic families. We 
ask you to understand that All is Well and that there is a great “Coming 
into Balance” in progress. No matter how shocking this may be at times, 
you will always be held in Angelic light and protection. 

We wish you a month filled with Peace in your Heart and Light in your 
Soul. 

May you flow through Life with Grace and Ease. 

Ashian: Pre-Shock and Post Shock 
Posted on 03/13/2023   
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Ashian: Beloved light holders, and 
all who resonate with these words, we greet you, as you enter the most 
tumultuous period in humanity’s recorded history. 
We wish to speak of the shock waves that are already reverberating 
around your collective psyche, as the old structure has collapsed and 
the new is not yet revealed. Not only have the negatively charged 
energies been dislodged and actively looking for new ‘homes’ – they 
seek the negative energy of pain, fear, anxiety, stress to feed off – but 
the human collective psyche knows that the time has come for the 
end game. They may not acknowledge it, but the shock of the fall of 
the cabal and its dependent structures is so profound that all are 
feeling it, even if they are not aware that is what is increasing their 
anxiety. 

Jennifer: Yes, that’s exactly what I wanted to discuss with you. Over the 
past few days I have been extremely aware of deep feelings that something 
very ‘wrong’; there’s an energy I’m not familiar with moving through me 
that makes me exceptionally uncomfortable – I feel dizzy, have 
palpitations, feel nauseous – and I also get images or feelings of people 
crying in terror. I wouldn’t be exaggerating to say my head feels like a 
horror movie right now. 

A: Yes, we are aware: what you are experiencing and describing will 
resonate with many energy workers and empaths who have reached a 
vibration where they are working for the collective good. The first thing we 
would say is to acknowledge the feelings. Acknowledgement is seeing (not 
turning a blind eye, or powering though), it provides a channel for the 
anguish and what is recognized is dissipated. 

While many are not consciously aware of the changes behind the scenes, 
their souls are conscious. The time delay in rolling out the awakening Event 
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is, in part, to give the collective psyche time to become aware of what has 
gone on. This preparation occurs unconsciously, the sure knowing that the 
evil is defeated and the old structures are crumbling as we speak. 
Embedded in that is also the keys each being knows to find their way 
through this time and remake their lives in a way that resonates with their 
higher selves. 
J: So, it’s a sort of unconscious preparation? 

A: Yes, that’s a good way of describing it. 

J: And how do we cope? How do we help others cope? 

A: The first thing to remind you is that the more subtle the energy work, 
the more effective it is. By that we mean: energy works from the subtle – 
psychic, emotional, mental – down into this physical expression in your 
body, through the symptoms you describe. 

Sending the violet flame to the feelings and images that arise is one way to 
lessen the degree of severity with which it plays out. Asking a divine being, 
ascended master or angels to transmute the lower energies is another way. 
Prayer helps enormously when it comes from the heart. These are simply a 
few ways to work on the subtle energies. 

You also need to take care of your body, as those thoughts and 
feelings resound through your physical form. These actions – and 
you are all reminded to create your own ‘menu’ of self-care solutions, 
from yoga and meditation to baths, dancing and drawing – will 
ground the feelings of balance in your bodies and for the collective. 

Our final point is this: there is no need to be perfect, to move through this 
time in complete equilibrium. To do so would be a distortion. Everyone 
will have to face and deal with some aspect of shock and pain, as decided 
before incarnation with your higher self. So, go through your process as 
best you can. We have no expectations of you, nor does your higher self. 
There is no grading, no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’, there is simply you being and 
doing the best you can in any given moment, armed with the knowledge 



that you will come through these ‘fires of hell’, and both you and humanity 
will be transformed forever, like phoenix rising from the ashes. 

J: Thanks, Ashian. 

Saul: You All Incarnated with the Intent to BE; to be Loving All of 
Humanity 
Posted on 03/14/2023   

As your collective awakening draws 
ever closer – yes, I know you are getting tired of hearing me talk so 
frequently of its imminence! – continue to hold, share, and extend the Love 
that each of you are just by being. 
There is no need to do anything, although if any of you are intuitively 
guided – NOT egotistically driven – to be activists for peace, then do bring 
the love that you are to meetings of that nature, and set the intent to spread 
it freely and indiscriminately to all who are present.  Doing that is 
extremely powerful and effective, as many of you have already realized. 
You are LOVE, and you are sharing and extending it by being vulnerable, 
by just being yourselves.  You incarnated with the intent to BE; loving all of 
humanity and greatly assisting in the awakening process, and that is what 
you are doing most successfully. 
The waiting game – which commenced when the collective decision to 
experience separation was implemented, in your time, eons ago – is rapidly 
coming to an end. 

Humanity is sick and tired of living the illusory life that being in 
form entails, along with the limits it seems to impose on their 
individual sovereign God-given creative abilities, plus the endemic 
suffering and pain that is pervasive all over the world. 
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That is why the collective decision to awaken was finally taken and 
implemented.  It is proceeding apace and cannot be slowed down, 
let alone stopped or reversed. 

You ARE awakening, and if you pay attention, you can see the signs of it in 
even seemingly the most unlikely of places.  Truly there is nowhere 
anywhere on Earth in which the awakening is unlikely to occur, because the 
choice and decision to awaken was a collective decision involving all of 
humanity, regardless of ethnicity, nationality, or religious or political 
conviction. 
To awaken is your destiny and your destination, it is God’s Will for 
you, and all presently incarnate made the generous and loving choice 
to be incarnate now to mightily assist in the process that is bringing 
this massive and most wondrous event to fulfillment. 
Therefore, release any doubts to which you may be clinging – fear of 
looking silly in the eyes of others, or of being overcome with anguish 
yourselves if nothing wonderful occurs – because your awakening is God’s 
Will, therefore nothing can or will go wrong. 

The divine plan for humanity, for those playing the game of separation, is 
flowing perfectly towards its most beautiful and inevitable fruition.  The 
joy that awaits you is utterly beyond your ability to conceive of, because 
your imaginations are guided only by what you can materialistically 
envisage to be happy and peaceful states of existence as beings limited by 
form, whereas the actual possibilities for peace and joy that the children of 
God can choose to experience are infinite and without limit of any kind. 
It is a state of infinite and endless freedom to create with total spontaneity 
and without any restraint, because Love, your natural and eternal state, 
continuously and enthusiastically encourages you each to express 
yourselves again and again most brilliantly as the individual and varied 
manifestations of Mother/Father/God that you each are. 

The joy that you will each bring to Mother/Father/God and to all of your 
sisters and brothers as you choose to express yourselves fully, as you truly 
and eternally are, will never cease to amaze and delight you.  You were 
created in Love, from Love, as infinitely creative expressions to bring 



incessant jubilation to all, and that is what you are about to find yourselves 
doing. 

You were created in joy for the joy of all.  That state in which you were 
created is forever unchanging, because it is your true state, the state into 
which you were created for infinite joy.  As humans in form, it seems 
impossible that this could be the case, because, were it true, how could an 
infinitely loving Mother/Father/God ever allow you to experience and 
suffer the pain that being human entails.  To your extremely limited human 
minds it makes no sense at all. 
So, you spend lifetimes seeking the real meaning of life, refusing to accept 
the seeming inevitability and meaninglessness of a temporary existence 
terminating in annihilation, obliteration, and, finally, extermination. 

And of course, that meaningless purpose that presents itself to so many 
is not and never could be life’s purpose.  Life is an eternal gift from God, to 
be utterly and completely enjoyed forever. 
When the realization dawns on a soul that death is not a terminal event, but 
is instead a most wondrous transformational event, a great sense of peace 
replaces the almost constant state of fear and anxiety to which vast 
numbers have become accustomed. 
That realization is presently starting to emerge into the conscious 
awareness of all who are drowning in doubt and fear – doubt and fear that 
they have ignored, denied, and then buried beneath their level of normal 
human consciousness – and it is bringing to them an unaccustomed sense 
of joy for which there seems to be no reason. 

It feels good, but why?  It is because they are awakening into their natural 
state, a state of being that they have never previously been able to access. 

So, do not overlook and thus omit your daily quiet time, it is an essential 
part of your awakening process.  With all the distractions with which others 
with whom you interact regularly, and the social and MSM present you, it is 
all too easy to forget or be distracted from going within. 



You know it makes sense, because when you do spend that quiet time 
alone, inviting Mother/Father/God to fill your hearts, and allowing Her to 
do so, your whole day always flows far more smoothly. 
Honor yourselves, take time out regardless of any other commitments your 
day is imposing upon you, and in so doing ensure that your day flows in 
alignment with Love, instead of loading your day with stress and anxiety. 

With so very much love, Saul.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Archangel Metatron: The Big Game Ends Now 
Posted on 03/16/2023   

 
 

See the light in the dark! 
Nurture your hope, build confidence, and believe that good, beautiful, and 
true will eventually prevail. The light will triumph and love will reign 
among men. 
Begin to see the light in the darkness, see beyond the veil and fear not the 
truth that lies beyond the obvious, waiting for you to see. 
The great game ends and it ends now! The great shadow players are 
placed in the light. Whether they want it or not, what IS revealed and 
the illusion of the make-believe world can no longer be maintained. 
LOVE flows to you in an endless stream – and LIGHT that 
nourishes you. Your bodies will become finer and more permeable, 
your spirit will become lighter and more sublime. 
Connected to the sky and grounded at the same time, you encounter the 
phenomena of the discharges that are now showing up everywhere. 

A big fire 
Never before in human history have there been so many unredeemed 
energies at play and never before have you had to deal with such 
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encroachment, destructiveness and baseness on the part of those from 
whom everything is now being taken away. 
The cloak of deception will be spread over you to the end, the 
meaning of lies and truth will be reversed, so that many people will 
lose their bearings. This is happening now and is happening for a 
short time. These are the signs of the approaching end and the 
change that is taking place, in which everything inhuman finally 
dissolves in GOD. 
A great fire is kindled within those creatures who want to enrich themselves and keep 
themselves harmless from humanity to the end – an inner burning and burning of those 
who have kindled the world conflagration. Because karma responds through destiny – 
positively as well as negatively. 
Already the pillars of the old world are falling and the pillars upon which 
the inhuman New World Order is to be erected cannot support either 
humanity or the world. 
The awakening has begun! Every day the powers of individuals grow as the 
powers of the old rulers dwindle. 
A revolution of the spirit has begun and this revolution is contagious. More 
and more people are being reached and they look up – and take their 
destiny into their own hands. 
Now it is important that you remain calm, that you let time work for you, 
that you strengthen your trust in God and reaffirm it again and again. 

This is your purpose NOW! 
The game is over when it’s over. Even though it may seem that the light 
was the worst hand and the dark would prevail in the end, that’s the part of 
the illusion that needs to be seen through by you NOW! To break out of 
this cage, out of this prison of consciousness, that is your purpose and your 
task NOW. More and more people are awakening this power and stepping 
out of appearances into being. 
The old no longer returns – no matter what the masquerade, because it is recognized in 
every disguise – it is no longer sustainable and is rejected by people. 
The signs of time are already multiplying, the divine light is already 
penetrating all areas of life and living together. To perceive this, to pay 
more attention to the light in the darkness than to the darkness itself, that 
is your task NOW. 



Keeping perspective in the midst of planetary fear propaganda is the art. 
This mastery is now required of you who are following these lines. You 
have matured to master this lesson; you are blessed and you are 
accompanied – you go through ups and downs with GOD. 
WELL happens to you in LIFE! GOD guards your way; GOD speaks with 
your tongue and GOD acts through YOU. 
Deep in your heart lies the knowledge of things as they are – from there 
you draw strength and courage, hope and confidence, certainty and trust. 
In the grace of God 
ARCHANGEL METATRON 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Next Step on the Journey of Souls 
Posted on 03/16/2023   

 
 
We can all feel it; massive change is here. However, the true evidence is not 
found in the latest drama/distraction, but rather it is found by looking at 
what’s going on within. 
In a recent blog, I shared that the spin within the body, within the cellular 
structure, has changed direction. This would create a centrifugal force that 
would push our wounding, unresolved issues (even physical ones), and 
limiting programming to the surface. 

Each is becoming aware of the deep well of emotions underneath. Spirit 
understands that, for many, this has been an arduous time. Yet, it is a vital 
time as much has been uncovered, and more will continue to be revealed. 
Much is stirring deep within. All of it strives to give us a choice. The 
moment we observe something is the moment there is a choice. We can 
either continue ignoring what we see and feel, or we begin to make shifts, 
no matter how small. 
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What my team has shared with me recently is that the spin or rotation 
moving in a different direction is not just uncovering the hidden, but it’s 
leading us home. Home to our truth and totality. 
As they shared this with me, they gave me an image. 

They explained that the BIG EXHALE was when we became a fractal 
of Source. From this space, we went out into all of creation, 
exploring ourselves and our worlds. 
Now we have reached the point of the BIG INHALE. 
We are now on the way home. The loops we made on our journey from 
source or not only created from our human lives but from all the ways we 
have explored creation. This could include lives as an elemental, a whale, a 
dragon, or a galactic being. All expressions of creation in all realms and 
realities of existence have been explored. 
On our journey home, we will come into Union within of our Divine 
Masculine, Divine Feminine, with all the incarnations, archetypes, and 
expressions. This was a journey of expansion, of getting to know who 
we truly are from every dimension, reality, and parallel world. 
I asked spirit how long the journey home to Source would take, and I was 
shown that some will make huge loops (leaps), while others will make 
smaller loops, retracing the same space multiple times. 

 

I asked what we could do to make our journey home easier. 

Spirit shared that one’s speed and ease will depend on how well one is able 
to RECONCILE their experience. To reconcile, by definition, means to 
cause something to coexist in harmony. That is what we are being asked to 
do, to bring Harmony to all aspects of ourselves and this experience. It is 
the removal of judgment and stepping into full, allowing of all that is, was, 
and will be. 
By removing the judgment, we step into a space of unconditional love for 
all of creation, especially for ourselves. Through this space, we can take in 
all of the important and beautiful lessons while letting go of the pain we 
may have experienced. 



Today we went on a hike, and instead of making our usual loop, we 
decided to turn around at a certain point. On the way back, my husband 
says.” Oh wow, I haven’t seen the trail from this vantage point before.” we saw 
different trees, rock formations, and alcoves of beauty. That’s when I fully 
got it – We are going to see it all now through a different vantage 
point. With this will come new and beautiful understandings. 
As we look around our world, it can be difficult to reconcile all that has 
taken place through the eons. Yet, that is exactly what we are being asked 
to do. It is the understanding that we have done it all, been it all, and 
played all the roles. We have been light, dark, and every shade in between. 

As we unwind from this experience, we will find our hearts opening 
fully, the density of this experience lifting away, and true oneness. 
The more that we are able to reconcile our experiences and let them go, the 
more ease and grace we will feel on our return trip home. In order to 
partake in being a fractal of Source fully, we took on the illusion of 
separation. We did this through programming, beliefs, and even the 
wounds we hold. All this must be undone. 

As we return home, the separation will leave, and we will once again 
understand oneness, not from a conceptual or mental level, but a cellular 
one. 

When I asked to be shown what it means to be a fractal of Source, I was 
shown a time when my husband dropped a mirror on the garage floor. The 
mirror broke into a million pieces. Some were large, but most were small. 
There were even pieces that were so tiny they were difficult to sweep up. 
Yet it matters not how tiny a piece was; it was still a mirror. 

Each of us is a fragment of Source; all of creation is, and each of us has 
held separation within to varying degrees. Now it is time to reconcile the 
experience and return home to oneness. 
We do this by observing. Observing when we go into blame, shame, guilt, 
judgment, obligation, rage, etc. These big emotions are all doorways to 
programming and wounding lies unresolved within. We don’t work from a 
level of reconciling the lives as a rock or a whale; we work with what is 



presenting itself right here, right now. We work with the big concepts 
and themes that present themselves daily, for these have been part of 
much of our existence. 
You may be experiencing dreams, memories, and deep knowing as you 
begin your journey home. It can be quite overwhelming physically, 
mentally, and emotionally. It can feel like you are processing lifetimes 
of stuff – BECAUSE YOU ARE.  
It is not an easy time. So much is in our faces. Simultaneously the world 
would like to keep us wrapped in fear and limitation. It can feel like trying 
to meditate in the middle of Disney World; it will take us removing 
ourselves from the noise and being dedicated to our growth. Without a 
doubt, though, the path home is clear and lit up; it is through the 
reconciliation of all the experiences of creation. 

I am sending you all lots of love. 

Jenny 

 

 

 

 

 

 


